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CUSTER CONNECTIONSCUSTER CONNECTIONS

Gen Z Is Ditching the Traditional Search Engine. Is Your Business Ready?

This week, I had one of those rare moments where my teenage son talked to me in more than mono-syllabic
answers. We were talking about AI and school projects. While AI is a boon for anyone tasked with repetitive time
sucks, it’s a nightmare for school administrators and educators. Kids everywhere (other than New York, where it’s
illegal) are using chatbots to do their homework, write school scripts and projects, etc. And because of AI’s
generative language use, plagiarism trackers are ineffectual. But this article isn’t about “cheating.”

As into AI as I have been this past year, he still schooled me. Turns out Snapchat has a chatbot. It not only has
natural conversation capabilities (any parent wishing to have a conversation with their child could certainly rename
this chatbot with their kid’s name and have a lovely conversation.), but will answer any question you have for it.
Additionally, TikTok is testing Tako, an in-app chatbot, and the company is looking at it to deliver more relevant
content to its users. This is just the next step. After all, when kids want to know something, they search YouTube
first. This hasn’t been a huge disruptor to search so far because YouTube is owned by Google. If chatbots start
fielding more questions, which they will, this could will change everything.

So, what can we expect in the next year with AI searches increasing?

Search is evolving and if your business targets Gen Z, paying to rank for certain keywords is about to lose some
forward momentum. We’ll see this impact first among changing search patterns with early adopters, but AI is so
easy to use, it will quickly catch up to the rest of the generations.

Changing Your SEO Strategy to Meet the New World
AI chatbots on social media platforms are significantly changing the way search functions and the overall search
experience. To prepare your business for the changes that AI is bringing to search and SEO, you need to do the

https://custersd.com/
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experience. To prepare your business for the changes that AI is bringing to search and SEO, you need to do the
following:

Understand AI and Its Impact
Learn about AI technologies, how they are being applied in search and SEO, and the potential implications for
your business. Stay updated on the latest advancements and trends in AI to make informed decisions.

Focus on User Experience
AI-driven search algorithms prioritize user experience. Ensure your website provides a seamless and intuitive user
experience, with fast loading times, mobile optimization, and easy navigation. Create high-quality, relevant content
that meets user needs and engages your target audience.

Optimize for Voice Search
Gen Z rarely types. It’s all voice commands, all the time. If it wasn’t for text, they might lose the use of their
fingers altogether. Voice search is going gangbusters now largely due to AI-powered voice assistants. Optimize
your website and content for voice search by using conversational language, long-tail keywords, and structured
data markup. Consider the context in which users may ask questions verbally and provide concise and direct
answers. Not sure how your target market would search for you? Ask them and use as close to their natural
language as possible. For instance, if your target market would request “fire pizza near me” instead of “best pizza
near me,” it’s time to optimize for that.

Leverage Structured Data
AI algorithms rely on structured data to understand and categorize information on websites. Implement structured
data markup, such as Schema.org, to provide search engines with additional context about your content. This can
enhance your visibility in search results and improve the chances of appearing in rich snippets or other AI-powered
search features.

Note: If this is too much for you, seek the help of a professional but perform your due diligence to ensure they
have been keeping up with the changes that are coming with AI. Remember, you are paying for their expertise, so
you don’t have to put in the time to become an expert in it yourself. Like paying someone to clean your house, you
could do it, but your skills are needed elsewhere.

Embrace Natural Language Processing (NLP)
AI algorithms are becoming more proficient at understanding natural language. Incorporate natural language and
semantic SEO strategies into your content creation and optimization efforts. Use relevant keywords, synonyms, and
related terms to improve the contextual relevance of your content.

Monitor AI Algorithm Changes
This one is painful. It feels a bit like the hectic monitoring in kite surfing when trying to find perfect conditions.
But it’s important to treat the constant updates and changes to search algorithms, particularly those driven by AI,
like watching them is your business. After all, your livelihood depends on it. Major search engines often release
updates that impact search rankings. Stay informed through industry publications and sites (like Search Engine
Journal and Marketing AI Institute), webmaster forums, and official announcements to adapt your SEO strategies
accordingly.

Utilize AI Tools and Analytics
Take advantage of AI-powered tools and analytics platforms to help analyze data, identify trends, and optimize
your SEO efforts. These tools can provide valuable insights into user behavior, keyword performance, content
optimization, and competitor analysis.

https://www.semrush.com/blog/what-is-schema-beginner-s-guide-to-structured-data/?kw=&cmp=US_SRCH_DSA_Blog_EN&label=dsa_pagefeed&Network=g&Device=c&utm_content=622080544995&kwid=dsa-1754979169805&cmpid=18348486859&agpid=145169397350&BU=Core&extid=60113850092&adpos=&gad=1&gclid=CjwKCAjwscGjBhAXEiwAswQqNAEyBi4qzKk4soLOI6C3a7xMzxjX2VjaUeGj3WjFALSc3jDtXhq73hoCHrMQAvD_BwE
https://www.rankranger.com/blog/semantic-seo-strategy
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/
https://www.marketingaiinstitute.com/


Emphasize Quality Content and Authority
AI algorithms increasingly prioritize high-quality, authoritative content. Focus on creating comprehensive, well-
researched, and valuable content that establishes your expertise and addresses user needs. Invest in building your
brand reputation through thought leadership, guest blogging, and collaborations with industry influencers.

This is where a lot of businesses are going to fall down. With the ease of AI, many businesses will embrace content
written by AI. However, what it is creating is put together (albeit quicker than I ever could) from various sources
on the web, making it the opposite of creative, thought-provoking, and unique. Use AI for repetitive content that
doesn’t matter (emails, perhaps) but do your own research for the thought industry pieces.

Foster Social Engagement
AI algorithms consider social signals in their ranking algorithms. Encourage social sharing, engagement, and
reviews for your content and brand. Build a strong social media presence and leverage social media platforms to
amplify your content and connect with your target audience.

Stay Flexible
AI technologies and search algorithms evolve constantly. Stay agile and adaptive in your SEO strategies.
Continuously monitor and analyze your SEO performance, adapt to algorithm changes, and experiment with new
techniques and tactics as the search landscape evolves. AI will not be “comfortable” for a long time. We have a lot
of learning ahead.

It’s important to note that generative language models are not going to produce results for your business in the
same way Google does when someone asks for the best ____ in town. But Gen Z is becoming more and more
dependent on these AI-generated results. Now is the time to gear up your content, shaping what you want people to
know about your business and industry. If your site can rank high enough that an AI uses it when drafting
responses, you can begin to shape how customers relate to your goods and services.

Christina Metcalf is a writer/ghostwriter who believes in the power of story. She works with small businesses, chambers of commerce, and
business professionals who want to make an impression and grow a loyal customer/member base. She loves road trips, hates exclamation
points, and is desperately trying to not be replaced by a machine.
_______________________________________
Twitter: @christinagsmith
Facebook: @tellyourstorygetemtalking
LinkedIn: @christinagsmith
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As Jim Hagen (Travel South Dakota's awesome Secretary of the Department of
Tourism) says: "605 Day is fast approaching on Monday, June 5! "

 
What it is and why it matters : "South Dakota is one of 12 unique states in

America that has only one area code, so 6/05 is our day to celebrate our home."
 

·    "We all know “The 605” is a great place to live and play. Over the years, the
popularity of using 605 in advertising and casual lingo has grown to become a

part of our state culture."
 

What is Travel South Dakota doing to celebrate?
·    "We are posting photos and video from around the state and

tagging #605Day to encourage our audience to share why the 605 is such a
great place to visit or call home."

·    "We host a special 605 Day page on TravelSouthDakota.com."
 

Here's how you can participate with Travel South Dakota:
 

·    Share the #605Day cheer on social media.

·    Celebrate by hosting in-store/in-business events or swag giveaways, invite
your fans and followers to celebrate with you as you do something uniquely

605!

·    How about a 605 Day-themed discount!

·    Be sure to tag #605Day in your social media posts.

mailto:fbaumann@custersd.com
http://zbrazell@custersd.com/
mailto:phattervig@custersd.com
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0010RVQPvj4sjfDDN92R5VE_TETT5reYQlCAPDQeJgESO3e8qnl5uOXzRoteJi3NTv_TfprNrfIAlThhGNsDJh3HP_rC-Q1xODbqyfNx7Eajjt0pzERBn5Ex4V0dDJtx3vizePoEiGXUU6acPv5l8o0VLRi1Tiv3LDWmGjZxARwjqz7K_gGpDK5ZaYzk7FSse0lhhoApwBskJPDx8k2ywSDC4rVYHSTslYz1MViFrJl4_7eDejs6Q_yssL2rX3EThzyfXSY3uRIDGANMSrtnP_rmdgIvF_GAW40q4yDJ_jBUXl3_s1M_1GRNsbmVjKKaYrPMkEbg6z9RHc=&c=uKqCefatbZXCO0ecqTdWLDibq7P-Uh_v2NhimUSCqTut6-xxgVXJQw==&ch=1vtcCE18TKTcNLZzcVeshmqZnp09EDKSHWxYk3VRMprtwVxZBOPgyw==
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To have things added to Buffalo Bytes, please send to Amy: abrazell@custersd.com. Items need to be received by
Wednesdays at noon in order to be added to weekly Buffalo Bytes. Thank you!

MARK YOUR CALENDARMARK YOUR CALENDAR

June 9-11
5th Annual Off-Road Rally

June 10
Big Mick

June 13-15
Mickelson Trail Summer Trek

(in Custer June 12-14)

WEEKLY HUMORWEEKLY HUMOR
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Sponsorship Form

https://files.constantcontact.com/5db701af301/7048c20b-d834-4adb-bc1e-9f5185ceef25.pdf?rdr=true


The 100th Gold Discovery Days
Anniversary cups have arrived! Pick
them up at the Custer Chamber.

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

To have your business featured in our Member Spotlight, please contact Amy Brazell at abrazell@custersd.com

mailto:abrazell@custersd.com


Mile High Garden Club
French Creek Supply- Napa Auto Parts

Pounds, Pugs, & Hugs LLC
Fred & Wendy Hlava- Business & Property Development

The Hills Finest
Rose Haven Senior Living
JAM Heating and Cooling

Our Redeemer Lutheran Church-LCMS
Jon Gindhart, DC, PC

Life Weavings Expressions
Garcia Family Clinic-Bella Rejuvenation

US Flag Pole Guy
JandJ Hospitality

Southern Hills Screen Printing
The Church at Custer

AREA EVENTSAREA EVENTS
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NEWS FROM THE STATENEWS FROM THE STATE



Happy May, friends!

I love this time of the year as it ushers in warmer weather, high school graduations, budding flowers and leaves, the
state track meet, Memorial Day, and the official kickoff to the peak travel season. After a long winter and a not-so-
great spring, it’s looking like travelers are ready to hit the road this weekend. Americans continue to state they
definitely have plans to travel over the next six to nine months, but they are also keeping a close eye on the
economy, gas prices, etc. Our entire industry has been working so hard this past year to inspire visitation to The
Mount Rushmore State in the coming weeks and months. I am confident our collective work will end in success.

Here are a few key items we want you to take special note of:

Our Global Travel & Trade team just returned from San Antonio, TX and IPW, our nation's largest international
travel-trade show. We were joined at this year’s show by six outstanding partners who helped promote South
Dakota to group tour operators and journalists from around the globe. After nearly 125 appointments with tour
operators, and 55 media appointments, our team reported outstanding results. We know the hard work put in by
Team South Dakota will pay off for new and returning international visitation to our state for years to come. 

Our National Travel & Tourism Week (NTTW) outreach and Spring Hospitality Training were our best yet!
Throughout the week, it was awesome to see the levels of participation, enthusiasm, and engagement from our
industry. Also, to see so many attractions lit up red to celebrate NTTW was extra special. If you missed our email
that summarized the highlights
of the week, you can check out this link to read about the outreach.

Below in the newsletter, you will find a feature about our 2023 peak marketing campaign. Be sure to read about
how we are reaching and inspiring potential visitors across our key markets.
605 Day is just around the corner! Check out ways you can be a part of this special, one-day event and celebrate
everything that makes SoDak the best.
There are so many additional updates below, so be sure and keep on reading. From news about other recent travel
shows we have attended to what’s new on TravelSouthDakota.com, you’ll find all kinds of great information.

The team and I want to wish all of you a very special Memorial Day weekend. We hope you are busy with excited
visitors ready to explore our Great Faces and Great Places. Please also join us in taking time to remember the many
brave men and women whose ultimate sacrifice allows us to enjoy the safety, freedoms, and blessings we enjoy
today. May God bless and watch over the families of our war heroes and those currently in uniform.

All our best,
Jim Hagen
Secretary of Tourism

https://click.email.travelsouthdakota.com/?qs=f33389084841ac76a255771e67d63467816153eca9c4661d430203020b402d6c0870a74a554564d88a68b7d65dba47d06ce203a7a9c36f1c
https://click.email.travelsouthdakota.com/?qs=f33389084841ac76a255771e67d63467816153eca9c4661d430203020b402d6c0870a74a554564d88a68b7d65dba47d06ce203a7a9c36f1c
https://click.email.travelsouthdakota.com/?qs=f33389084841ac763a9785e029d1286e78c226e0a2aa1bd5a33d0aed582154b176e7b4774a97f71d6e8c3304958aa8a4bd478cb2632abe12
https://click.email.travelsouthdakota.com/?qs=f33389084841ac763a9785e029d1286e78c226e0a2aa1bd5a33d0aed582154b176e7b4774a97f71d6e8c3304958aa8a4bd478cb2632abe12
https://click.email.travelsouthdakota.com/?qs=f33389084841ac76fbff9c72b4d24f288715803d5a8936fb0abd6a0e54d19b663c1aacd598de2d66e3625a5e2114b83588f040966d69c7fb
https://click.email.travelsouthdakota.com/?qs=f33389084841ac76fbff9c72b4d24f288715803d5a8936fb0abd6a0e54d19b663c1aacd598de2d66e3625a5e2114b83588f040966d69c7fb


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Thurs., May 25, 2023
CONTACT: Katlyn Svendsen, Global Media & Public Relations Director, South Dakota Department of Tourism, 605-773-3301

Travel South Dakota Grows Passports Program
 

PIERRE S.D. – In 2022, Travel South Dakota launched its free mobile-exclusive passports program featuring the Great
Finds and State of Create passports. This year, Travel South Dakota is expanding the program with three new passports: Peaks to
Plains, Tribal Nations and Black to Yellow.
 
The passport program uses gamification to encourage individuals to explore and experience the many hidden treasures found
throughout the entire state. With these passports, visitors and locals can check into designated locations to unlock a broad range of
fun South Dakota prizes based on points accumulated by the number of places visited.
 
South Dakota's tourism industry partners have connected with the Travel South Dakota team to highlight businesses, locations or
events. This provides an opportunity to encourage visitors to explore all corners of South Dakota.
 
The free South Dakota Passports program is a key component of Travel South Dakota's marketing efforts. The goal is to highlight
every area of South Dakota, encouraging individuals to explore additional attractions & regions beyond the familiar.
 
Peaks to Plains is the newest passport launched by Travel South Dakota. In collaboration with South Dakota Game, Fish & Parks,
the Peaks to Plains passport is designed to highlight the hidden-gem state parks and outdoor attractions across the state. Learn the
details about this new passport on TravelSouthDakota.com/PeaksToPlains.
 
Tribal Nations: Oceti Sakotwin is the next passport. It will showcase more than 35 locations that share the story of Indigenous
culture & history in South Dakota. The passport is scheduled to launch before July 1.
 
The fifth passport, Black to Yellow, is scheduled for launch later in 2023 to highlight areas of the Black to Yellow Trail linking
travelers from Chicago and Yellowstone through South Dakota. Black to Yellow specifically aims to promote locations across
Interstate 90 and Highway 14 through South Dakota.
 
Each passport starts over each year, and points expire annually. Users who signed up for any of the South Dakota Passports prior to
April 2023 will need to sign up again. Visitors should be directed to TravelSouthDakota.com/Passports for information about
signing up and the expiration for each passport.
 
For more information, please contact Mike Gussiaas, Global Marketing & Brand Strategy Director.

 
The South Dakota Department of Tourism is comprised of Travel South Dakota and the South Dakota Arts Council. The
Department is led by Secretary James D. Hagen.
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Media Contact: Scott Jacobson, Public Affairs Officer (605) 440-1409
scott.j.jacobson@usda.gov www.fs.usda.gov/blackhills/

Moon Walk in Spearfish Canyon Learn How to Get “Wild for Water”  Spearfish, SD,
May 31, 2023 — The Black Hills National Forest will conduct its first Moon Walk of the year on Saturday, June 3
at 7:00 p.m. The activity will take place at the Spearfish Canyon Nature Area, Roughlock Falls Trail, located about
13 miles southwest of Spearfish, SD.

Water is fundamental to sustain birds, mammals, and our planet. Water not only provides wildlife with drinking
water, but can serve as shelter, a resting spot, or a place to cool off. Some wildlife species can modify the flow of
streams and restore desiccated watersheds.
Join Forest staff for an approximately two-mile hike along the Roughlock Falls Trail and discover what wildlife
species can be found within (and around) Spearfish Creek.

To reach the Moon Walk from Spearfish, SD, travel 13 miles south on US-14A (Spearfish Canyon). Turn right
onto Roughlock Falls Road at Savoy. Go past The Spearfish Canyon Lodge to the Roughlock Falls Trail lower
parking area (located shortly past the lodge on the left side of the road). Event signs will also be posted at major
intersections to help guide participants to the parking area.

Visitors are encouraged to bring binoculars, flashlights, water, and bug repellant and dress for cooler evening
temperatures. Long pants and sturdy footwear (hiking boots or athletic shoes) are recommended for your comfort
and safety while hiking on uneven terrain.

Please arrive early to aid in parking vehicles. The program may be canceled unexpectedly due to unforeseen
reasons such as lightning, high fire danger, wildfire, and other safety reasons beyond control. The program will not
be canceled due to rain unless lightning is spotted. If the Moon Walk is canceled in advance due to severe weather
forecasted, the notice of cancelation will be placed on the Black Hills National Forest Facebook and Twitter pages.

The public is encouraged to check online before heading out to the event. The Black Hills National Forest, in
partnership with Black Hills Parks & Forests Association (BHPFA), is offering 2023 Moon Walk Collector’s Pins
at each event for $5.00 each. The sale of lapel pins supports the interpretive and educational efforts across the
Forest. The Moon Walk Programs are supported by BHPFA through financial assistance and staffing.

BHPFA is a nonprofit partner with the U.S. Forest Service. Learn more about the Black Hills National Forest
Moon Walk program. ### USDA is an equal opportunity provider, employer, and lender



Custer Senior Center
June Schedule

Read Newsletter

Click here to Check out the Custer School
District Calendar for upcoming school
events! 
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HELP WANTEDHELP WANTED



Pacer Minerals has a job opening for Plant Operator. General
manufacturing experience preferred. Training will be provided on all
equipment. 
Email resume to paula@pacerminerals.com or apply in person at 25429 US
Hwy 385, Custer, SD

mailto:paula@pacerminerals.com






Be sure to check out the Help Wanted section on our Website:

Our Address:
615 Washington Street

Custer, SD 57730

Phone Numbers:

605-673-2244
800-992-9818

Send Us An Email

Connect With Us

           

Visit our website

https://custersd.com/custer-helpwanted
mailto:Info@CusterSD.com
https://www.facebook.com/custerchamber
https://twitter.com/CusterAreaChamb
https://www.pinterest.com/custerchamber/
https://www.instagram.com/custersdchamber/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/custer-area-chamber-of-commerce
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdBURr1f5pzUGoA_ZszwZng
https://custersd.com/



